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Amateur Radio Emergency Service
and Radio Amateur Civil Emergency
Service volunteers are continuing to
fill communication gaps for local
emergency managers and responding
agencies, as part of the response to
the gigantic California Rim Fire.

Membership Overdue?
Have you paid your subs for this
year (2013/14) yet?
Annual membership is £16 with a
reduction for anyone under 18 or
of state retirement age.

* Member’s E-dition only

The next edition will be published

Missing Something?

on October 1

Ian Wager
The deadline for submissions for
It appears the recent hot weather
took its toll on my mental faculties
and even more errors crept in to last
months edition than normal.

the next edition is September 28

© Barscom Editor on behalf of
Hopefully, with a cooling-off period
the number of errors in this and
subsequent editions will be down to
the usual level (or better).

BADARS 2013
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Club Net - 08.00pm local time
2 Metres (145.375 MHz)
70 cms (433.575 MHz)

4
11
18
25

November
Fibre Optics - Dave GØDEC
Club Net - 2 Mtrs
Baluns - Melvin
Club Net - 70 cms

2
9
16
23
30

September
Junk Sale
Club Net - 2 Mtrs
Railways on the Air/Natter
Club Net - 70 cms
Club Net - GB3BZ Repeater

2
9
16
23
30

December
Natter Night
Club Net - 2 Mtrs
Xmas Party
Club Net - 70 cms
Club Net - GB3BZ Repeater

7
14
21
28

October
JOTA Planning
Club Net - 2 Mtrs
Air Nav Dongle - Richard
Club Net - 70 cms

Any strange or unusual hobby that
you’re interested in? - Why not tell
us about it. There is a clear calendar
for talks in 2014. Contact John to
arrange a date.

Club Meetings and Nets

Icom AT 180 Tuner automatic.
£230 ONO
Icom 706 Mk1. £250 ONO
Kenwood TW4100E dual-bander.
2m-70cm £60
Yeasu VX-5R Hand held.
50-144-430. £100 ONO
Autek Research RF-I RF
Analyser. £40
SWR-1 SWR/Power Meter &
Matcher. £ 14 ONO
Altai TR Dip Meter. £29 ONO

FOR SALE.
John M5AJB
MFJ-936b Small high efficiency
loop tuner. £80
MFJ-932 Small high efficiency
Mini loop tuner. £50
MFJ-971 Portable tuner. £50
MFJ-259b Aerial analyser. £160
MFJ-914 Auto tuner extender.
£45
MFJ-931 Artificial ground. £55
MFJ-1272B TNC Mic switch.
Reasonable offers!

See page 15 for contact details.
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How I became a radio amateur
Mike Adcock, G8DJO
others worked at benches, using
hacksaws and files to cut and shape
mysterious metal objects. The noise
was deafening and years of this din
had taken its toll on Chase’s hearing.
As he rushed around the room he
was chased by a coterie of boys with
shouts of ‘Sir’ which went unheeded
by their deaf teacher.

On progressing to secondary school
I discovered a number of eccentric
teachers. Along with my fellow ‘first
years’ I met ‘Sag’, the woodwork
teacher; so named because of his
bottom lip which sagged and
wobbled alarmingly when he spoke.
For our first woodwork lesson we
were gathered around a bench and
Sag chose his victim from among
our number; hitting him on the head
with a length of hardwood followed
by an identically sized piece of soft
wood, when questioned his victim
declared that both hurt equally. We
thus learned that the terms hardwood
and softwood were not to be taken
literally!

Moving to our next lesson we were
met by a larger than life, jolly and
rotund man. He moved along our
class lined up outside another
prefabricated room, introducing
himself and asking our names.
“Philip Woodcock, sir” a skinny pale
copper haired boy replied, “And
you?” the jolly teacher continued,
addressing me, “Michael Adcock,
sir”, I said. The teacher’s eyes
sparkled, as he announced that
henceforth we would be known as
‘Adders’ and ‘Wooders’. Mr Payne's
classes were ruled by the proverbial
‘rod of iron’, or more usually by a
bunch of well aimed keys hurled
across the room at the inattentive.

And so we moved on to metalwork;
a lesson that took place in an old
prefabricated
classroom
that
frequently resembled Dante’s
inferno and was presided over by a
short slim man in a brown coat who
we learned was called ‘Chase’.
A forge blazed away at one end of
the room, a great attraction to the
boys who had graduated to its use.
Red and frequently white hot metal
was wielded by Chase’s protégées
and hammers clanged on anvils;

Mr Payne had a sneeze that was
deafeningly loud, which he would
unleash at a moment of quiet
calm to awaken any slumbering
5
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a chunky multi-way cable on to
which I rapidly built a suitable
supply. I also constructed a dipole
antenna in the back garden of my
parents’ house. I joined the Radio
Society of Great Britain in April
1968, as an associate member
(A.6029) Interest grew through
involvement in SARS activities and
reached a turning point when I gave
up my Boy Scout shorts and woggle
to enrol in the evening class City &
Guilds RAE course at Scarborough
Technical College That culminated
in my passing the RAE in June 1969,
age fifteen. On 15th February 1970
a letter from the Ministry of Posts
and Telecommunications arrived
informing me I had been allocated
the call sign G8DJO and enclosing
my Amateur (sound) License B. The
fee for issue of said license was £3.00

pupils. He was also an accomplished
mimic of people and musical
instruments such as the trumpet. His
classroom attracted my interest,
there being a considerable length of
wire which zigzagged across the roof
beams and various pieces of
electronics scattered around the
room. We learned that Mr Payne ran
a weekly radio club after school and
we were invited to attend.
It was not long before his new
recruits had built their first radio, a
crystal set and from that we
progressed to other simple radios. I
particularly remember building an
Acorn valve radio, powered by a 90
volt battery of sizeable dimensions.
We were hooked!
Also at about this time an
acquaintance of my dad invited me,
and another interested friend, to
Scarborough
Amateur
Radio
Society. (SARS) This was Des
Wood G3HKO, who had recently
returned from a posting in Malta to
work at the Wireless Station (GCHQ
Scarborough). He is now 87 and still
living in Scarborough. He tells me
he still turns to radio when the urge
takes him.

By this time Des Wood had opened
an amateur radio shop in
Scarborough from where I acquired
a Trio JR 500 Se communications
receiver. I also bought a small 2
metre rig and Yagi antenna. ‘Kindly’
fellow amateur members of SARS
would gleefully inform me that they
heard me on 2 m and simultaneously
on several other bands! Clearly there
was a learning curve to be climbed.

Also, somewhere about this time I
bought a ‘19 Set’, for about £6. It
had no power supply but came with

Academic work got in the way of
amateur radio and I had to leave
6
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passed the exam. A couple of our
members set up their own stations
and plans were made to begin an
intermediate course. A couple of
circumstances got in the way of
things; pressure of work for both of
us and a professorship for Ulrich at
the
University
of
Ulster,
Londonderry. This was followed
rapidly by his discovering he had a
terminal illness; a sad end to our
friendship which had blossomed
through our mutual interest in
amateur radio and the beginning of
the end for our wonderful little club.
This interlude of two to three years
did mean that I was now back on the
air when time allowed.

my station behind when I left for
college. Said station was dismantled
when my parents retired to York and
stored in their loft.
I got my first teaching post in Essex
and by this time G8DJO had lapsed.
For some reason (nostalgia?) in
August 1989 I applied for the return
of my old call sign and was
successful. This did not result in any
activity however until 2006 when a
chance encounter at work sparked a
resurgence of interest.
The parent of a new pupil at the
Anglo European School where I
work expressed an interest in
establishing a radio club at the
school. He needed a member of the
school staff to help him in this
endeavour.

My story now moves to a cruise ship
somewhere off the coast of Iceland.
It’s the captain’s gala night and we
are all dressed up in our best, ready
to dine. My wife and I are seated on
a table next to another couple. We
introduce ourselves and Brian, for
such was his name, enquires where
we are from. We discover that not
only does our foursome live in Essex
but by an amazing coincidence we
all live in Braintree. As the
conversation continues we learn that
Brian is a radio amateur G3TGB and
attends BADARS, the rest as they
say is history.

Ulrich and I recruited 10 to 12 year-7
pupils for our club, including his
daughter Henrietta. We met weekly
after school and began Foundation
license work. Supported by the Head
Teachers of the school we were able
to purchase some equipment, which
along with some donated items
enabled us to set up a station for HF
and 2 m. Having set ourselves up as
trainer and examination secretary,
Ulrich and I conducted our
Foundation examination. Our
students did us proud and all but one

Next Month: Danny, GM3YXJ
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Library Titles - II
The current selection of titles that can be borrowed are listed in the July
edition, this edition and the next edition of BARSCOM. Additions will be
published as appropriate.
Loans are charged at 20p for each period between meetings. Contact the
Librarian if you would like a specific book brought to the next club meeting.
This month’s category is: General Radio Knowledge.
Title
Year Author
Antenna Construction Handbook for Ham, CB & SWL 1981 TAB
2MT Writtle - Birth of British Broadcasting
Signed copy
1988 Tim Wander G6GUX
A Bit of Controversy - Pat Hawker
A radio life, with RSGB CD disk
2008 Steve White G3ZVW
Amateur Radio - the first 100 years
RSGB
The BBC: The first 70 years of broadcasting 1992 John Cain
BBC Year Book
1949 BBC
The Code Book
2000 Simon Singh
From Semaphore to Satellite, ITU centenary 1965 ITU
GCHQ - The Secret Wireless War 1900-86 1986 Nigel West
Independent Radio,
The story of Independent radio in the UK 1975 Mike Baron
Marconi's Atlantic Leap
2000 Gordon Bussey
The Miracle Of Radio
1946 Miles Henslow
Power of Speech - STC company history
1983 Peter Young
Radio Auroras
1991 Charlie Newton
Radio Propagation - Principles & Practice
2007 Ian Poole
Radio Radio! Signed copy, no. 218
Jonathan Hill
Radio Systems for Technicians
1985 D C Green
The Searchers Radio Intercept in Two World Wars
2004 Kenneth Macksey
Setmakers A history of the Radio & TV Industry
1991 Keith Geddes/Gordon
Bussey
8
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SOS - The Story of Radio Communication
Station X - Codebreakers of Bletchley Park
The Trojan Files
Whisper in the Air,
Marconi The Canada Years 1902 - 1946
Who's Who in Amateur Radio
Wireless Transmission for Amateurs
World at their Fingertips
The World Communicates
Your First Amateur Station

1973 G.E.C.Wedlake
1998 Michael Smith/ Ch 4
2000 Roger Gray
Mary K. MacLeod
2005 RSGB
1938 F.J.Camm
1967 (1984) John
Clarricoats G6CL
1972 Maurice Rickards
1997 RSGB

Don't Forget!

Foxhunt

Railways on the Air

Howard, G6LXK

GBØCVR. - 21/22 Sept.
at the Colne Valley Railway.

The thunderstorm at 6 o'clock was
rather off-putting and I was
wondering whether the event could
go ahead, but at 8 pm the annual
foxhunt started with four teams. This
time I was the fox. Quite an honour,
and it also gave Melvin a break so
that
he
could
participate
competitively this year. I went to my
position just in time for the first
transmission at 8.00 pm sharp. I read
portions from my book Animals
of Britain: Moles, Weasels and some
others, so I guess it was educational
as well. I used my Pye mobile
transceiver (8 W) for the first
few transmissions, then used my
handheld radio for the remainder
(0.5 W).

The weather was awful. Sheets of
rain, angry skies and potential funnel
clouds were seen out of my window.
At least there was no thunder. I
gather that the sheets of rain did it's
best to reflect my signals so that it
seemed I was in several places at
once! I was actually parked just up
the lane behind Panfield (Hall Lane).
I heard vehicles going past the end
of the lane, but nobody came past so I won! Just as well, as I forgot to
bring the prizes!
Teams: Melvin/Eddie, John/Geoff,
Jim/Shane, and Ian/Fred.
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Station In A Bag
Tony, GØIAG
For a few months I have been
working on the idea if a portable hf
station that does not require masts,
wires or handy trees to work. I think
I've cracked it.

extension. It can be used free
standing or on a mag-mount and
comes with ground plane kits for the
various bands - (HF to 70 cms).

Into a second hand computer bag I
have put an Icom IC706, an SWR
meter and a portable freestanding
multi band aerial, add a table and
chair plus a leisure battery, and off
in the car you go.

The aerial is a Super Antenna MP 1
Super Stick, which I purchased from
Martin Lynch. It is just over 30 cms
long when packed and erected stands
up to 2.5 metres high at full
10
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I set up at the summer camp, and
despite the QSB on 40 m, Melvin
had good contact to the Isle of Man.
Tuning is easy, the outer sleeve on
the tuning coil is moved up and
down to the required band. Fine
tuning is achieved by increasing or
decreasing the length of the
telescopic whip.

Today (Tues 27th) I used the setup
in my garden on 20 m at 50 watts and
received a genuine 5/8 from a Danish
station. I think its a brilliant portable
aerial and the whole station takes up
only a small amount of space.

Rallies
8 SEPTEMBER
FRISKNEY & EAST LINCOLNSHIRE COMMUNICATIONS CLUB
RALLY – The Friskney Village Hall, Church Road, Friskney, Lincs PE22
8RD, 6.5 miles south of Skegness. OT 9.30, C, B&B, A, WIN & equipment
test centre. Details on 07534 624 559. [www.felcc.com].
15 SEPTEMBER
TORBAY ANNUAL COMMUNICATIONS FAIR – Newton Abbot
Racecourse, Newton Abbot, Devon TQ12 3AF. TS, B&B, C, DF, RSGB
book stall, OT 9.30/10am, £2. Mike Dixon, 01803 557 941, rally@tars.org.uk.
21 SEPTEMBER
FOG ON THE TYNE RALLY – Whitehall Road Methodist Church Hall,
Bensham, Gateshead NE8 4LH, organised by Angel of the North ARC &
South Tyneside ARS. £1.50, OT 10.30, TS, B&B, C, CP, RSGB bookstall.
Nancy Bone, G7UUR, 01914 770 036 (eves), nancybone2001@yahoo.co.uk.
[www.anarc.net].
27 & 28 SEPTEMBER
NATIONAL HAMFEST – brought to you by the RSGB in association with
the Lincoln Short Wave Club. George Stephenson Pavilion, Newark and
Nottinghamshire Showground, Lincoln Road, Winthorpe, Newark NG24
2NY (close to junction of A1/A46/A17). Free CP, TS, B&B, CB, C, SIG,
Morse proficiency tests on demand, RSGB book stall, RSGB Services &
Committees, DF, FM. [www.nationalhamfest.org.uk].
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showed several other aerials from
John, M5AJB, me (G8MKN) and a
couple of others were generally ok,
although there was one mag-mount
that appeared to be open-circuit.

Aerial Clinic
Ian,G8MKN / Tony, GØIAG
Good weather allowed Dave,
GØDEC to set up his gear outside
the clubhouse, close to Melvin’s
car-anchored mast.

While this was going on other
members had a natter over a cup of
tea or coffee then, as the main event
was over, antennae, masts, etc. were
packed away, and after a few more
stories were told we made our ways
home.

The gremlins weren’t to be denied
though as Dave’s main piece of test
gear failed to work. A faulty power
supply was suspected but he didn’t
have anything available to get it
going again. Fortunately he had a
piece of portable gear that was duly
pressed into service, although it was
not capable of giving such precise
results.

It looks like Richard and Geoff
are texting each other. Can’t get
away from the radios, eh?
GØIAG

Photo GØIAG

Melvin’s mast awaiting an antenna

Help!

Photo GØIAG

We have been asked to pass on
details of the RSGBs campaign
into the HF Noise floor to seek
more assistance. An additional
sheet accompanies this issue.

Dave’s (G3PEN) antenna was
checked (front cover) and found to
be resonant on the amateur bands,
and a journey into the car park
12
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Clansman 320, using its own
dedicated dipole and battery power,
on 20 metres QRP. This proved to
be quite a talking point over the
weekend, and some good contacts
were made.

Summer Camp 2013
Tony, GØIAG
Edwin, Jenny and I arrived on Friday
and set up my tent and Edwin's
caravan. - the mini marquee (loaned
by Edwin's neighbour) had been put
up the preceding Tuesday. Melvin
and Colin arrived and along with
John, Edwin and I, we set to erecting
aerials and setting up the club
equipment.

The weather was, as you all know, a
bit on the inclement side on
Saturday, but apart from that it was
fine. John and Rosemary were
brilliant and kept us topped up with
tea and coffee. Toffee, their yellow
Labrador, decided that the
quickest way to get to
Rosemary was to run, even
if the Clansman aerial guy
rope was in the way. It
didn't take very long to
erect the aerial again!

Every thing was up
and running by
about 6.30 pm, after
which was the
ceremonial eating of
Fish and Chips. By
this tine I had collected Ann from
work to join us for the weekend.

It has been a long time since Ann and
I have spent a weekend under
canvas, but we thoroughly enjoyed
it and had fun and radio as well,
BRILLIANT. Those of you who
were not there missed a great
weekend.

The station set up was 6,2,&70 run
in the club's mobile unit using the
FT897; HF bands operated in the
main tent using the IC746 into a
trapped dipole or Melvin's tri-band
beam. Edwin & I set up our

Special thanks must go to
Rosemary and John for
allowing us to invade their
peace and quiet, and their
garden. Also thanks to Jim and
Melvin for helping to reduce
the rubbish in John's skip (you
had to be there!).
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Contests
VHF/UHF
September
1 1100-1500 5th 144MHz
Backpackers
3 2000-2230 (Local) 144MHz
UKAC
7-8 1400-1400 144MHz Trophy
10 2000-2230 (Local) 432MHz
UKAC
15 0900-1200 Second 70MHz
17 2000-2230 (Local) 1.3GHz
UKAC
24 2000-2230 (Local) 50MHz
UKAC
October
1 2000-2230 (Local) 144MHz
UKAC
5 1400-2200 1.2GHz Trophy /
2.3GHz Trophy
HF

5-6 1400-1400 432MHz-248GHz
IARU
8 2000-2230 (Local) 432MHz
UKAC
15 2000-2230 (Local) 1.3GHz
UKAC
20 0900-1200 50MHz AFS
22 2000-2230 (Local) 50MHz
UKAC
29 2000-2230 (Local) 70MHz
UKAC
November
2-3 1400-1400 144MHz CW
Marconi
5 2000-2230 (Local) 144MHz
UKAC
12 2000-2230 (Local) 432MHz
UKAC
19 2000-2230 (Local) 1.3GHz
UKAC
26 2000-2230 (Local) 50MHz
UKAC
9

1900-2000 80m Club Sprint CW
QRP
24 1900-2000 80m Club Sprint
SSB QRP

September
7-8 1300-1300 SSB Field Day
Open/Restricted
11 1900-2000 80m Club Sprint
November
SSB QRP
9 2000-2300 Club Calls SSB
26 1900-2000 80m Club Sprint CW 13 2000-2100 80m Club Sprint
QRP
SSB QRP
16-17 2100-0100 2nd 1.8Mhz CW
October
Contest
6 0700-1900 21/28MHz Contest
28 2000-2100 80m Club Sprint CW
Open/Restricted/QRP
QRP
14
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Television Viewers Guide

BADARS Club Library

Transistor Circuit Guidebook.

Librarian, Howard G6LXK
We hold a collection of about 70
books & DVDs featuring electronic
construction, the history of radio,
shortwave listening and other forms
of technology to do with radio.

Radio Listeners Guide

Some recent titles in the collection:

Technical Topics Scrapbook

VHF/UHF Manual.

Birth of the Box

Popular Electronic Circuits.

106 easy projects beyond the
Transistor

The Battle for Marconi’s Story
Most Secret War

Most hires are 20 p per session.
(It is hard to collect a weekly rate)
The Setmakers - A fascinating book
about the beginnings of the Radio &
Television service and other
technologies.

The latest acquisitions:
RSGB Technical Compendium - 300
pp, technical articles from Radcom
magazine in 1998 & 1999.

HF Amateur Radio- Ian Poole's book
covering most parts of HF operation.

Radio Communication Handbook700 pp, many aspects of amateur
radio discussed in detail, 2005.

QRP books - A selection of books
with build projects to do with QRP
operation.

RSGB Operating Manual - 218 pp,
all the information that you need to
build and run a radio station. 2004

Low profile Amateur radio Operating an amateur radio station
almost anywhere. Stealth antennas
and the like, ideal for small gardens.

RADIO RADIO! - Jonathan Hill's
large book all about domestic radio
from the start. A signed and
numbered book!
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FRIENDLY, HELPFUL
ADVICE
OUR ORDER HOTLINE

New Yaesu
FTdx3000 HF/6m
Base

The new FTdx3000 HF+50 MHz 100 Watt
Transceiver is another exciting new product that
is certain to capture the hearts of determined
DXers and Contesters as well as casual operators
looking for solid communications.

Ofﬁcially Yaesu’s largest dealer for over Ten Years! Quite a record
and one that we are proud of. No other dealer comes close.
ACCESSORIES

AMATEUR
RADIO

COMMERCIAL /
PMR RADIO

AVIONICS

MARINE RADIO

RECEIVERS /
SCANNERS

Martin Lynch & Sons Ltd.
OPENING HOURS
Outline House, 73 Guildford Street, Monday to Friday: 9.00am to 5.30pm
Saturday: 9.30am to 4.30pm
Chertsey, Surrey KT16 9AS
Web: www.hamradio.co.uk
Tel: 0345 2300 599
E&OE
Int’. No: +44 345 2300 599
E-mail: sales@hamradio.co.uk

ANTENNAS

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER

HamRadioUK

